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Passionate about music education 

Since our early beginnings in 2010 we’ve had a keen 
interest in sheet music for developing players and 
providing exciting and beautiful repertoire to inspire 
instrumentalists as they explore on their journey. 
Some of our books included grade categories (e.g 
our 40 Graded Duets books) and some offer guided 
opportunities for easy, yet creative improvisation 
from day one (our First Steps beginner books for 
example), whilst others offer a choice of difficulty 
levels for the same piece (our Groove Zones books 
includes Street, Town, and City options for the five 
pieces in the collection for example).


 Big supporters of social music making 

For the past few years (breaking for Covid times 
asides) we’ve been running an amateur wind 
ensemble group with much success. It’s heart 
warming to see students chatting, exchanging tips, 
and making music (or sometimes a racket!) in a 
relaxed and supportive environment. 


Crackers about Christmas 

Our Christmas sheet music books prove immensely 
popular each year and we’re finding that customers 
keep coming back for more. Our Christmas Jazz 
books, volumes 1,2,3 are hugely liked and bring a 
new twist to many loved Christmas carols, and our 
Christmas duets and trios are enjoyed by many 
small groups. Whilst other publishers often shy 
away from investing in producing more Christmas 
repertoire, we’re committed to expanding ours. 
Watch this space…

Information for trade 
customers 
Ordering is easy… 

Drop us an email at sales@masquerade-music.com 
with your order (quoting book titles, composer/s, 
instrumentation, CD or audio downloads code 
option if applicable, and quantities) with your 
contact details and we’ll respond quickly.


Trade customer perks 

We offer a trade discount on all orders no matter 
how small (typically 30%*) and can offer free P&P to 
all UK addresses on orders totalling ten books or 
more, otherwise P&P will be charged.


We can also be contacted on +44(0)2033849984 if 
emailing us isn’t convenient. If we’re not around to 
take your call please leave a message and we’ll get 
back to you quickly. 
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